Abstract-The channel capacity of wireless networks is often studied under the assumption that the communicating nodes have perfect channel-state information (CSI) in the sense that they have access to the fading coefficients in the network. To the best of our knowledge, one of the few works that studies wireless networks without this assumption is by Lozano, Heath, and Andrews. Inter alia, Lozano et al. show that in the absence of perfect CSI, and if the channel inputs are given by the square-root of the transmit power times a power-independent random variable, then the achievable information rate is bounded in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, such inputs do not necessarily achieve capacity, so one may argue that the information rate is bounded in the SNR because of the suboptimal input distribution. In this paper, it is demonstrated that if the nodes do not cooperate and they all use the same codebook, then the achievable information rate remains bounded in the SNR even if the input distribution is allowed to change arbitrarily with the transmit power.
I. INTRODUCTION
The information-theoretical limits of wireless networks have mostly been studied under the assumption that the nodes have perfect knowledge of the fading coefficients. This assumption is usually referred to as perfect channel-state information (CSI). For example, for the fully-connected wireless interference channel, it has been shown that if the nodes in the network have perfect CSI then, irrespective of the number of users in the network, each user can achieve 1/2 degrees of freedom by using a transmission strategy called interference alignment [1] . However, it is prima facie unclear whether perfect CSI can actually be obtained in practical systems.
In this paper, we analyze the channel capacity of wireless networks when the nodes do not have perfect CSI. Our work is along the lines of the work by Lozano, Heath, and Andrews [2] , which demonstrates that in the absence of perfect CSI, and under some simplifying assumptions, the channel capacity for wireless networks is bounded in the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). Specifically, the main results in [2] are based on the analysis of a block-fading channel that models the channel within a cluster and takes out-of-cluster interference into account. Inter alia, [2] considers a fully cooperative system, where all transmitters and all receivers cooperate, resulting effectively in MIMO transmission. It is assumed that the number of transmitters is greater than the number This work has been supported in part by a Marie Curie Career Integration Grant through the 7th European Union Framework Programme under Grant 333680, by the Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad of Spain under Grants TEC2013-41718-R, RYC-2014-16332, and TEC2015-69648-REDC, and by the Comunidad de Madrid under Grant S2013/ICE-2845. of time instants L over which the block-fading channel stays constant. This precludes an accurate channel estimation. For this scenario, Lozano et al. study the maximum achievable rate when the time-k channel input is of the form p SNRU k , where the distribution of U k does not depend on the SNR. They demonstrate that, in the absence of perfect CSI, this achievable rate is bounded in the SNR, hence the transmission over such networks is highly power-inefficient.
However, one may argue that the rates achievable with inputs of the form p SNRU k are bounded in the SNR because of the suboptimal input distribution. In fact, it has been demonstrated by Lapidoth and Moser [3, Th. 4.3] that for a memoryless channel and in the absence of perfect CSI, such inputs give rise to a bounded information rate also in the pointto-point case. In other words, for noncoherent, point-to-point, memoryless fading channels a more elaborate dependence between the input distribution and the SNR is necessary in order to achieve an unbounded information rate. 1 Since the block-fading channel specializes to the memoryless fading channel when L = 1, the observation that inputs of the form p SNRU k yield a bounded information rate may perhaps not be surprising.
In this work, we explore whether the capacity of noncoherent wireless networks is bounded in the SNR if we allow the input distribution to change arbitrarily with the SNR. In contrast to the analysis by Lozano et al. [2] , we assume that the nodes do not cooperate. We further consider a memoryless flat-fading channel with an infinite number of interferers. The locations of these interferers enter the channel model through the variance of the fading coefficients corresponding to the paths between the interferers and the intended receiver. Without loss of generality, we order the interferers with respect to the variances of the corresponding fading coefficients: the fading coefficient of the first interferer has the largest variance, denoted by ↵ 1 , the fading coefficient of the second interferer has the second-largest variance, denoted by ↵ 2 , and so on. We consider a noncoherent scenario where transmitter and receiver are cognizant of the statistics of the fading coefficients, but are ignorant of their realization. We demonstrate that the result by Lozano et al. continues to hold even if the input distribution is allowed to change arbitrarily with the SNR, provided that the variances {↵`} decay at most exponentially and all nodes use the same codebook.
II. CHANNEL MODEL
A network consists of a number of users that are communicating with each other. For simplicity, we assume that the set of transmitting nodes and the set of receiving nodes are disjoint, and that they do not cooperate.
Since a characterization of all achievable rates in the network is unfeasible when the number of nodes is large, it is common to study the sum-rate capacity of the network. However, it is prima facie unclear whether the transmission strategy that achieves the sum-rate capacity is also practical. Indeed, it may well be that the optimal transmission strategy consists of turning off all but one of the transmitting nodes, thereby minimizing the interference. Such a strategy allows only one node to transmit its message and is probably not desirable in practice. In fact, practical constraints may demand that each node is offered roughly the same transmission rate. In order to enforce such a solution, one could study the sumrate capacity of the network under the constraint that all transmitting nodes transmit at the same rate, but obtaining an expression for such a capacity seems again unfeasible. Alternatively, one may consider more elaborate rate allocation strategies, such as the proportional fair strategy [4] , but these may also be difficult to analyze.
In this paper, we simplify the original problem as follows: Firstly, we consider the case where one transmitting node communicates with one receiving node and the interfering nodes emit symbols that interfere with this communication.
To model a large network, we assume that there are infinitely many interfering nodes. As performance measure we consider the capacity of the channel between the transmitting and receiving node. Secondly, to avoid transmission strategies for which the interfering nodes are turned off (which would, in fact, maximize the capacity), we assume that all nodes (transmitting and interfering) use the same codebook. This implies that each node is transmitting at the same rate, while at the same time it keeps the analysis accessible.
Note that the above simplifications permit a mathematical analysis of the channel capacity of the network, but they preclude strategies, such as time-division multiple access (TDMA), where the nodes do not use the same codebook, but communicate nevertheless at the same rate.
We model the channel between the transmitting and receiving node by a discrete-time memoryless flat-fading channel whose complex-valued output Y k at time k 2 Z (where Z denotes the set of integers) corresponding to the time-k channel input X k and the time-k interfering symbols X`, k , = 1, 2, . . . is given by
(1)
In (1), Z k models the time-k additive noise; H k denotes the time-k fading coefficient of the channel between the transmitter and receiver; and H`, k ,`= 1, 2, . . . denotes the time-k fading coefficient of the link between the`-th interfering node and the receiver; see Figure 1 . We assume that the sequences {Z k , k 2 Z}, {H k , k 2 Z}, and {H`, k , k 2 Z}, = 1, 2, . . . are independent sequences of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex random variables. We further assume that
, and H`, k ⇠ N C (0, ↵`) for some ↵`> 0, where we use the notation H ⇠ N C (µ, 2 ) to indicate that H is a circularly-symmetric, complex Gaussian random variable of mean µ and variance 2 (C denotes the set of complex numbers). The variance ↵`is related to the path loss between interferer`and the receiving node. We consider a noncoherent scenario where transmitter and receiver are cognizant of the statistics of the fading coefficients, but are ignorant of their realization.
We assume that the interferers do neither cooperate with each other nor with the transmitter. Hence, {X k , k 2 Z} and {X`, k , k 2 Z},`= 1, 2, . . . are independent.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the interfering nodes are ordered according to the variances of the corresponding fading coefficients, i.e., ↵` ↵`0 for any`<`0. We further assume that there exists a 0 < ⇢ < 1 such that
We finally assume that P 1 =1 ↵`< 1. Suppose that the path loss grows polynomially with the distance. In this case, (2) implies that the distance from the interferers to the receiver decays at most exponentially. We believe that this assumption is reasonably mild.
III. CHANNEL CAPACITY AND MAIN RESULT
We shall denote sequences such as A n , A n+1 , · · · , A m by A m n . We further denote by lim the limit superior. We define the capacity of the above channel (1) as
where we assume that the sequences X n 1 and X ǹ ,1 ,`= 1, 2, . . . are independent, and that each such sequence has distribution Q n . This is consistent with the assumption introduced in Section II that the nodes do not cooperate and that they use the same codebook. The supremum in (3) is over all ndimensional probability distributions Q n satisfying
The SNR is defined as
By Fano's inequality [5, Sec. 7 .9], any encoding and decoding scheme with a rate above C(P) has a decoding error probability that is bounded away from zero as n tends to infinity. By demonstrating that C(P) is bounded in P, we therefore demonstrate that there exists no encoding and decoding scheme that has a rate that tends to infinity as P ! 1 and for which the decoding error probability vanishes as n tends to infinity. Our main result is the following. Theorem 1 (Main Result): Consider the channel model introduced in Section II. For every P > 0,
where ⌘ max is defined as
Proof: See Section V. Remark 1: The upper bound (6) depends on ⌘ max , which in turn depends on ⇢ given by (2) . One may wonder whether ordering the interfering nodes differently (i.e., not according to the value of ↵`) would give rise to a larger ⇢ satisfying (2) and therefore to a tighter upper bound on C(P). However, this is not the case. It can be shown that the ordering used in this paper yields the largest ⇢.
The condition (2) is satisfied, for example, if {↵`} is a geometric sequence, i.e., if ↵`= ⇢`, for some 0 < ⇢ < 1.
In this case, ⌘ max = 1/⇢ and the upper bound (6) becomes
Theorem 1 demonstrates that if the nodes do not cooperate, if they all use the same codebook, and if the variances of the fading coefficients satisfy (2), then the capacity is bounded in the SNR, even if the distribution of the channel inputs is allowed to depend arbitrarily on the SNR. This result is more general than the one by Lozano et al. [2] in the sense that we do not assume inputs of the form p SNRU k , but it is less general than [2] in the sense that we assume that {↵`} satisfy (2) and that we do not allow cooperation between the nodes.
In general, we can say that if {↵`} decay at most exponentially, then C(P) is bounded in P. This result is reminiscent of a result obtained by Koch and Lapidoth [6] that states that the capacity of single-user, frequency-selective, noncoherent fading channels is bounded in the SNR if the variances of the path gains decay at most exponentially. In fact, parts of the proof of Theorem 1 are similar to the proof of the first part of Theorem 1 in [6, Sec. V-A].
IV. EXPONENTIAL PATH LOSS
If the variances of the fading coefficients satisfy (8), i.e., when they decay exponentially, we can obtain an upper bound that is tighter than the bound in (9). Indeed, as we shall show in the following, in this case the capacity is upper-bounded by
Note that, as P ! 1, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) converges to 1 ⇢ 1, so the right-hand side (RHS) of (10) is equal to lim P!1 log(1 + SINR). As we shall see, the proof of (10) 
where
In the last step of (11), we use that the nodes do not cooperate, so X n 1 and X ǹ ,1 ,`= 1, 2, . . . are independent. We next define a new channel model, for which the channel outputȲ k at time k 2 Z corresponding to the time-k channel inputs X`, 1 , . . . , X`, k is given bȳ
Here we define X 0,k , X k . Since X 
n are i.i.d., circularly-symmetric, complex Gaussian random variables of zero-mean and variance 2 . It follows by comparing (12) with (1) that
where we use L = to denote equivalence in the probability law. Using (13) and that conditioning reduces entropy, we obtain
Combining (11) and (14) thus yields
This proves (10).
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V. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 1
To prove Theorem 1, we begin with the same steps as in Section IV. Thus,
For the first entropy on the RHS of (16), we rewrite the channel output as
where we define H 0,k , H k and X 0,k , X k . For the second entropy in (16), we define, similarly as in Section IV, a new channel model for which the time-k channel outputỸ k of the new channel corresponding to the time-k channel inputs X`, 1 , . . . , X`, k is given bỹ
In (18), for every`= 1, 2, . . . the fading coefficients {H`, k , k 2 Z} have the same distribution as {H`, k , k 2 Z} but are independent of {H`, k , k 2 Z}. Likewise, the additivenoise terms {Z k , k 2 Z} have the same distribution as {Z k , k 2 Z} but are independent of {Z k , k 2 Z}. Since by (3), X 
To find an upper bound on (16) we use the identity h(A) h(B) = h(A|B) h(B|A) together with the chain rule for entropy and that conditioning reduces entropy to obtain
, we first upper-bound the conditional differential entropy h(Y k |Ỹ k ) by applying the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Let f and g be arbitrary probability density functions (pdf). 
This is the density of a circularlysymmetric complex random variable whose magnitude is Cauchy distributed. (A similar pdf has been used by Koch and Lapidoth [6] to obtain their result for frequency-selective fading channels.) Using (21) in (19), we obtain
We lower-bound the last term on the RHS of (22) 
Applying (23) to (22) and simplifying terms, we obtain
For the fourth term in (24), Jensen's inequality yields
where we define ↵ 0 = 1. By (2), we have ↵` ⌘ max ↵`+ 1 and ⌘ max 1 (with ⌘ max defined in (7)), so (25) can be further upper-bounded by
Combining (26) with (24) yields
We next note that, conditioned on X`, k = x`,`= 0, 1, . . ., both |Y k | 2 and |Ỹ k | 2 have an exponential distribution with 2016 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory
where ⇡ 0.577 denotes the Euler-Mascheroni constant. It remains to upper-bound the first term in (28). Let
where we define ⌘({x`}) = ⌘ max if x 0 , x 1 , . . . are such that the numerator and denominator in (29) are infinite. 3 An upper bound on ⌘({x`}) is presented in the following lemma.
Lemma 2: Assume that {↵`} satisfy (2). Then
Proof: If x 0 , x 1 , . . . are such that the numerator and denominator in (29) are infinite, then Lemma 2 follows directly by the definition of ⌘({x`}). It remains to prove Lemma 2 for the case where they are finite. To this end, we maximize
over x 0 , x 1 , . . . We first fix x 1 , x 2 , . . . and optimize over x 0 . Thus, we write ⌘({x`}) as
where x corresponds to |x 0 | 2 , 3 The assumption that ↵ 1 ↵ 2 . . . together with (2) imply that the numerator is infinite if, and only if, the denominator is infinite.
Repeating these steps, and considering that ⌘({x`}) = = 1 for x 0 = x 1 = . . . = 0, we finally obtain ⌘({x`})  max ✓ sup =0,1,...
By (2), the RHS of (35) is upper-bounded by ⌘ max . Replacing {x`} in (29) by {X`, k ,`= 0, 1, . . .}, and using that the numerator and denominator of ⌘({X`, k }) are finite almost surely, we obtain from (27)- (29) 
Since the RHS of (37) neither depends on the input distribution nor on n, it follows from (3) that it is also an upper bound on the capacity C(P). This proves Theorem 1.
VI. CONCLUSIONS Lozano, Heath, and Andrews demonstrated that, in the absence of perfect CSI, the information rate achievable over wireless networks with inputs of the form p SNRU k is bounded in the SNR [2] . We demonstrated that this continues to hold even if the channel inputs are allowed to change arbitrarily with the SNR. Our work is thus more general than [2] in the sense that we optimize over all possible input distributions, but it is less general in the sense that we do not allow the nodes to cooperate and we require all nodes to use the same codebook. Since in the presence of perfect CSI the most efficient transmission strategies, such as interference alignment, rely on cooperation between the users, the former constraint seems particularly restrictive. It is yet unknown whether cooperative strategies can achieve rates that are unbounded in the SNR when perfect CSI is not available.
